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as for batiatus, let history judge him.
he failed to reckon with his slave, just

like he failed in all other aspects of
his life. in the end, the only thing he
ever truly cared about was himself,
and the only reason the whole thing
lasted as long as it did, was because

everyone in the senate believed
spartacus was going to betray him.

and so a story ends, both of spartacus
and batiatus. and perhaps, more

interesting than anything else, what
we got, was two men finally loving

each other, because after the whole
hell has come down on them, they

cannot do anything else. but his time
away from the gladiators and on to
the battlefield is a dangerous one.

has he learned from his mistakes? will
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he go back to them, no matter what
the consequences? he asks himself

these questions of course, but its the
answers which are mostly of interest.
and laeta: does she fight to save him,

or to kill him? is it enough that she
knows his fate, and is prepared to

enforce it? in the end, we know
nothing for sure. the fact that she

tells him to run away is as ominous as
anything else here. its time for

another battle, and our heroes are
another sort of same from last week:
batiatus and crixus. the reason they
can be as well is that this is the last
episode of the main romans series.
there is still a few ways a spin-off
could go, but none of them really

interest me. i would rather get rid of
the good guys and start over with the
bad, if only for the naturalness of it.
whichever team emerges, the ebb

and flow is now a very definite
process. the bad dudes win. the good
dudes lose. the roles have switched.
the tone is high. and the last great

feud is now complete.
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while this was all going on, crassus
was busy showing us spartacusí
history with the help of crassusís
former slave, laetia. and the last
scene of this episode? well, its

another hard-hitting, epic battle
scene, and a real promise of whatís to

come. spartacus is, for now, on a
ledge halfway up a mountain, with

crassusí guards all around him. heís
surrounded. and then, crassusí men
start chanting prayers to death gods,
hoping that theyíll prove more useful
to the roman cause than the spirits of
spartacusí fellow fighters. a case of

the roman people pulling for
spartacus, but for all the wrong

reasons. the briton is on the point of
being crucified, when spartacus and

his men are rushed from below,
leading to a huge bloody fight. and

you know how we like spartacus and
his man, so we hope for a good

outcome, but it seems the gods donít
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want to help this time. while i
absolutely loved the inclusion of two
of my favourite minor characters in

this series, the one person i was really
hoping to see was spartacus. its been

so long since weve seen him, and
even longer since weve seen him win,
and it was great to see him actually

doing what he does best. spartacus is
the show thats best at capturing the
realism of the spartacus weve known
in the past. he didn't win his last fight,
he died. he didn't lead the slaves to
victory, he was destroyed. and the
way they killed him was much less

bloody than crassus promised it
would be. it was spectacular, true to

the character and just damn
entertaining. however, the battle

itself was rather wasted, since
spartacus was the least interesting in
the entire episode. laeta and heracleo

instead spent their time dissing
crassus and flogging spartacus, and

its hard to feel for him when he's just
another slave. its hard to care when
we know he'll soon be dead, and the

only emotional payoff we get is a
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couple of moments where we see he
has been transformed into a

gladiator. but it's surprising how
effective the writing was in getting us

there, especially in framing the
scenes with the freedom ride scene. i
was initially expecting that, like with
gladiator, it would be a comparison

scene, but even without that its clear
they've changed their tone and focus

entirely. 5ec8ef588b
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